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Mentor Statement
This entry is from one of my most talented students, and this particular design is part of
her senior collection. She has been in my patternmaking classes since her sophomore year and
each of the designs she created during school have complex construction and surface design
explorations. She is continuously reaching out for suggestions and critique, not afraid to take
risks and extremely skillful with crafts. I had a very hard time deciding which piece of her senior
collection I should sponsor, as each is different in its own way and yet, all together make a
wonderful statement for the creative process, works of art that do not look like class projects.
Concept
We can learn a lot from looking outside of ourselves and observing how other organisms
inhabit their worlds, relating through commonalities and finding inspiration in differences. The
octopus, born with amazing color and texture altering abilities, is content in its role. It spends its
whole life reveling in its being, forging and protecting as necessary as it indulges in its
curiosities. While the colors and textures of this collection were inspired by its physical skin, the
essence is inspired by the octopus’s way of living. The hope is for the wearer to flourish within
their own skin, relax into their being, and rekindle their curiosity of life.
Process and techniques
Keeping a slow self-reflective creative mindset, each garment features subtle gradations in
color, much like the strokes of an artist's brush. I employed color blocking and hand felting to
create these differences. With these techniques, I was able to create my own patterns and
textures, which also eliminated the need for extra fabric trimmings, piece work, and dying.
Inspired by the octopus' curious nature, I treated my interest in the organism as a jumping off
point. The essence of the octopus, an organism that is utterly content to flourish within its being,
can be seen elsewhere in the natural world. I searched for the existence of the octopus' essence in
other organisms and incorporated what I found into my collection.
Vivacious life is inherently fragile, so throughout the collection protective shapes can also
be seen within the looks. This design element is particularly strong in this second look of my
collection, whose jacket was inspired by the nut-like hat of a mimosa blossom. In order to mimic
its rounded design, a high roll collar was created that extends to form the body of the bolero. Its
stand attaches to the facing and foam support structure within the coat. Dropped shoulder lines
and wide bell sleeves create an oversized enveloping look. The coat was then decorated with
felted pom poms and discs harkening the original inspiration of octopus by replicating the pattern
of its tentacles. The dress that completes the look draws from both of the inspirations of the
octopus and the blossom. Green, like that of a fresh bud, it features long gloved sleeves and
corset-like seam lines that flare into an asymmetrical trumpet hemline. The dress, which is made
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of jersey, looks wet while standing, but instantly bounces to life as the wearer moves. The jersey
and glove design also allows for a skin-like feel, while the trumpet hemline mimics the cape of
an octopus's tentacles.
Design innovation
In order to mimic the octopus' essence, I utilized the design process of biomimicry in
order to create innovative and sustainable designs. I was inspired by nature's slow cycles,
deciding to explore the slow fashion movement rather than looking for different ways to keep up
with overconsumption. What I found was an organic process similar to that of an artist painting a
masterpiece and, to me, a more satisfying process for both designer and consumer.
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